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Do You Want to Maximise Your Personal Impact?
Are You Ready to Take Action?

www.thinksuccess.co.nz

Do you want to Increase your Success Rate?

50 – 100% of your message is delivered
through body language
What message are you giving?

Your words tell me a story,
but your body tells me the whole story

Body Language 4 Success!
Presented By

Suzanne Masefield

Are you Ready to Take Action?

Body Language 4 Success Courses
Book a course for your company
Create the difference!
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Body Language 4 Success Course
Increase communication and results!
Studies have shown that specific brain areas are activated in response to the non-verbal communication we
observe in our world. We continually respond or react to those signals on an unconscious level every day.
Body language is a visual language and research has shown that 50% to as much as 100% of your message
is communicated through your body language. However, only a few people are consciously aware of the
actual meanings and interpretations of gestures to utilise this information effectively in their lives.

Overview of Course Content
- Why use the science of body language?
- Read and assess types of body language
- Positive versus negative body language
- Cultural awareness and management
- Putting others at ease – professional etiquette, build trust
- Detect lies, deception, anxiety, doubts, difficult people and evaluation cues
- State management (EQ) – awareness/adaption of mental/emotional/physical state
- Your personal impact – first impressions, confidence, assertion, rapport, presence, influence
The body language courses educate awareness of the subtle non-verbal messages communicated to
increase effectiveness. They create a working tool to expand understanding of others, control your own body
language, improve observation and communication skills to maximise results. It is an interactive course
generating greater connection within the individual and the group through multi-media, visual and
experiential methods.

Why Learn Body Language?
What’s in it for me?
- to improve communication skills
- to increase trust and rapport with others (hospitality/client relations)
- to develop perception, observation and assessment skills (security/surveillance/recruitment/HR)
- to differentiate between truth and lies in real time
- to identify anxiety, frustration, deception or suspicious behaviour (education, hospitality, sales)
- to interact with cultural awareness and understanding
- to pre-empt situations and handle difficult people
- to increase confidence and command respect in any situation (executives, leadership, presenting)
- to enhance your ability to ‘read’ people to be ahead of the game (sales/psychology)
- to develop leadership presence to give you the edge
- to increase the impact you have in your life
- to maximise sales and business results
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Testimonials
Body Language 4 Success

"I know this sounds strange but the few words you spoke to me about my body language (after knowing me
for a couple of minutes) spoke volumes to me and I felt you 'read me like a book'!”
RJ - HR Manager
"Attending your course has put me on the path of understanding how to relate to others by watching their
body language and being aware of my own so I am more in control of situations in which I would normally not
feel in control. I would go so far to say that this type of workshop should be mandatory in work places".
JA - Office Manager
"This course makes you want to rush off and share with your friends, family and colleagues, your new found
insight into the mysterious world of social interaction. There was a FUN side to watching others body
language. But for me this course was about becoming more aware of what I do when I’m stressed, angry,
nervous, happy etc. and how to help myself to keep calm and relaxed in stressful situations.
I had the opportunity to put what I learnt on the course into practice and turned a very difficult situation around
to a positive outcome through reading others body language and managing my own - Excellent"
DM - General Manager IT Company
"Motivating, Fun & Informative presentation, great to boost morale & learn something really useful"
CH- Managing Director
"My Sales figures have doubled since I attended your course and my confidence level has increased so much
I can't quite believe it in such a short space of time. Thanks for this great course, a must for everyone"
MP - Sales Manager

Body Language 4 Security & Surveillance

"Recommended for security teams, a good course well presented and engaging"
AF - Security Team Manager, Sky City Casino
"Highly Recommended. Very interesting. Great tool & skill to use in all aspects".
MB - Assistant Shift Manager Surveillance
"Well presented. Held my interest throughout"
RS - Shift Manager
"I thoroughly enjoyed this course because it wasn't only about other people's body language,
but understanding and being aware of my own and the impact I can have in my life"
EL - Security Team Manager
"A valuable tool that can be implemented personally & professionally"
DM - Surveillance Shift Manager, Sky City Casino
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Your Facilitator

Create Your Own Destiny
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